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Abstract - This paper aims to provide a basic idea for
bioinformatics researchers in gearing their works on
protein structure. We will discuss generally on the protein
structure, accessing the data and represent them with
using selected visualization tools. The major problems of
protein structure analisis also being highlighted.
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IrutnopuctroN

. Research in protein structure and solving it's problems
is curently major issues in bioinformatics. The rapid
growth in protein data continues and the size and
complexity of individual protein structure databases and
the explosion of new databases reflected the growth of
protein data. For new comers in bioinformaticJresearch,
to select the protein data from respective database and to
represent them in order to analyze by using
computational method can be considered as a majoi
challenge. Since data is important entity in research, ii is
essential that bioinformatics researchers make a strong
attempt to.select and present the data. For this paper, we
try to guide new bioinformatics researches to select the
protein structure data and rqrresent them based on the
requirement of computational methodology, which they
are going to use. There are many databases were
developed for depositing protein structure and one of
them and the most well known is protein Data Bank
(PDB), Protein Strucfure Database (psdb, which derived
from PDB) and EMBL-Dali (which compare prorein
structures in 3D shapes in PDB). pDB has evolved into a
sophisticated resource that contains not only the results of
structure analyses but information about experimental
procedures, derived information about structures and
links to related data sources tll. In this single repository
database, the process of depositing protein d^ta
experimentally starts by X-ray crystallography, nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), neutron diffraction and most

recently, cryo-elechon microscopy [2]. (We will describe
more detail on PDB in the next section). Figure I
illustrates the scientific and computational approach in
analy zing protein structure.

Fig. l. Protein Structure Analysis Approach

PRorErN SrnucruRr IN GENSRAT,

Proteins are large polymers, such as enzymes, that are
actively involved in the biological reactions of living
organisms and play a structural role in the cell [3]. For
this section, we follow precisely the scientific definition
from wikipedia.org and based on our observation, all
definitions for Amino Acids, Protein Secondary Stntcture,
Protein Tertiary Structure and Protein euaternary
Structure are iaken from published books, jounals and
papers. Since our background are computer scientist, we
only cite the most important infonnation that related to
our research works.

Amino Acids

In chernistry, an amino acid is any molecule that
contains both amine and carboxyl functional groups. In
biochemistry, this term refers to alpha amino acids. These
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alpha amino acids are components of proteins. In

proteins, amino acids are joined together in a chain by

peptide bonds between their amino and carboxylate

groups. An amino acid residue is one amino acid that is

joined to another by a peptide bond' Each different
protein has a unique sequence ofamino acid residues, this

is its primary structure. Just as the letters of the alphabet

can be combined to form an almost endless variety of
words. amino acids can be linked in varying sequences to

form a huge variety of proteins. Amino acids are the

basic structural building units of proteins. They fonn

short polymer chains called peptides or longer chains

either called polypeptides or proteins [wikipedia]'

Protein Primary Structure

In biochanistry, the primary structure of a biological
molecule is the exact specification of its atomic

composition and the chernical bonds connecting those

atoms (including stereochemistry). Primary structure is

sometimes mistakenly termed primary sequence, but
there is no such terrn, as well as no parallel concept of
secondary or tertiary sequence [wikipedia].

Fig. 2. A protein primary sfiucture is a chain of amino

acids (source: WikiPedia).

Protein Secondary Stntcture

In biochemisty and structural biology, secondary

sftucture is the general three-dimensional form of local

segments of biopolymers such as proteins and nucleic

a"iAs IDNVRNA). It does not, however, describe

specific atomic positions in three-dimensional space,

which are considered to be tertiary structure. Secondary

structure is formally defined by the hydrogen bonds of
the biopolymer, as observed in an atomic-resolution

structure. [n proteins, the secondary structure is defined

by patterns ofhydrogen bonds between backbone amide

goups (sidechain-mainchain and sidechain-sidechain
hydrogen bonds are irrelevant)' In nucleic acids, the

secondary structure is defined by the hydrogen bonding

between the nitrogenous bases. Secondary structure was

introduced by Kaj Ulrik Linderstrom-Lang in the 1952

Lane medical lectures at Stanford [wikipedia].

Fig. 3. A representation ofthe 3D stnrcture ofthe
myoglobin protein. (source: wikipedia)

Protein Tertiary Stntcture

In biochemistry, the tertiary structure of a protein is its

overall shape, also known as its fold. Protein molecules

are linear chains of amino acids that typically assume a

specific three-dimensional structure in which they
perform their biological function. The study of protein

tertiary structure is known as structural biology.

Relationship to Primary Sequence

Tertiary structure is considered to be largely

determined by the protein's primary sequence' or the

sequence of amino acids of which it is composed. Efforts
to predict tertiary structure from the primary sequence are

known generally as protein sfiucture prediction.

However. the environment in which a protein is

synthesized and allowed to fold are sigrificant
determinants of its final shape and are usually not directly
taken into account by current prediction methods

[wikipedia].

Pro tein Suaternary Structure

In biochemistry, quaternary structure is the

arrangement of multiple folded protein molecules in a
multi-subunit complex. Many proteins are actually

assemblies of more than one polypeptide chain, which in
the context of the larger assemblage are known as protein

subunits.

Pnornnt Srnucrunn PRoBLEMS

Most of bioinformatics researchers focus on protein

analysis from the stand-point of its sequence and

structure. For this paper, we focus on protein structure

because scientifically proven that protein structure can

provide more information if compare with sequence [5].
The major problems in analyzing protein structures are

prediction or folding, classification and protein-protein

interaction. Protein structure prediction or folding refers

to the computational methods that have been developed

to predict protein secondary structure with a reasonable

degree of accuracy. Currently, there are predictions
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methods forpredicting tertiary structure, but the accuracy
of such methods is highly dependent on whether or not
the protein in question is related in sequence to any
members of the existing library of known protein
structure. [Protein Folding and Secondary Structure
Prediction]. For protein structure classification, it refers
to process of classiffing protein domains based on their
tertiary structure that can provide a valuable resource,
which can be used to understand protein function and
evolutionary relationships t6l. The third problem,
protein-protein interactions refer to the association of
protein molecules and the study of these associations
from the perspective of biochemistry, signal transduction
and networks. The interactions benvein proteins are

llgortant for many biological functions [wikipedia]. The
following figures (Figure 4,5 & 6) iilustrate the gineral
overview of three problems mentioned.
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Fig. 4. Protein Structure Analysis Approach

Fig. 6. Protein-Protein Structure Interaction

PRoTETN Srnucrunp DATA SoURcE

An mentioned, we survey on three struchnal
databases, Protein Data Bank (pDB), hotein Structure
Database (PSdb) and EMBL-Dali. pSdb is derived from
PDB while EMBL-Dali compare protein structures in 3D
shapes in PDB. The reason we select these database is
that they have a similarity in data type, format and
justification.

Protein Data Bank (pDB)

The Protein Data Bank (pDB), free access database, is
a repository for 3-D structural data of proteins and
nucleic acids. This data, typically obtained by X-ray
crystallography or NMR spectroscopy, is submitted by
biologists and biochemists from around the world, is
released into the public domain. protein Data Bank (fDO)
format is a standard for files containing atomic
coordinates. Structures deposited in the protein Data
Bank are written in this standardized format. The
complete PDB file specification provides for a wealth of
information, including authors, literature references, and
the identification of substructures such as disulfide
bonds, helices, sheets, and active sites.

ATOM 1 N VAr 1 -13.090 I.966 s.74t r.oo o.oo
ATOM 2 CA VAL I -t2.852 3.L2t 8.892 L.OO O.OO
ATOM 3 c VAIJ 1 -1,3.047 4.399 9.77! r.0o o.oo
ATOM 4 0 vAL 1 -12.L43 5.228 9.800 1.oo o.oo
ATOM 5 CB VAL l -13.753 3.058 7.558 1.00 o.oo
ATOM 5 CG1 VAL L -13.930 4. 446 7 .035 1.00 o. oo
ATOM 7 CG2 VAL 1 -l_3. 208 2.053 6.631 1. OO O. OO
ATOM 8 H VAr 1 -t3.919 r.449 9.527 !.OO O.O0
ATOM 9 rIA vAr 1 -11.816 3.075 8.5s7 l-.oo o.oo
ATOM 10 HB VAIJ r -74.734 2.707 7.977 I.OO O.OO
ATOM Lt- 1HG1 VAJ, 1 -13.951 4.357 5.950 1.OO O.O0
ATOM L2 2HG1 VAL L -14.866 4.883 ?.384 L.00 O.OOa'rlnM 12 2E/:1 \tay.1 _12 noa q naE ? 2?2 1 nn n nn

Fig. 7: hotein Tertiary Structure Data in pDB.
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Protein Stntcture Database (PSdb)

The Protein Structure Database (PSdb), a new protein

database that relates secondary, supersecondary and

tertiary information to the primary structure. The data for

each protein is supplied on a residue by residue basis and

encoded in a series of flat ASCII files. Relationships

between the various levels of structure (primary'

secondary, tertiary) can be investigated visually using

PSdbView, a graphical tool provided to view the

information within the PSdb [7].

F"""h,,a F*""iil
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Fig. 8: Example of Protein Structure in PSdb.

EMBL-Dali

The Dali server is a network service for comparing
protein stuctures in 3D. When the user submit the

ioordinates of a query protein stucture and Dali
compares them against those in the PDB. A multiple

alignment of structural neighbours is emailed back to the

user. In favourable cases, comparing 3D structures may

reveal biologically interesting similarities that are not

detectable by comparing sequences [8].

macromolecules. 3D protein structure knowledge can be

considered a strong weapon in combating many diseases,

since most of them are caused by malfunctions of the

proteins involved in several functions of the human cells.

t9l. Even though there so many tools have been

developed recently, researchers must select the most

appropriate tools and methods in representing protein, not

only to view them but give the related information which
are needed. We study three visualization tools; Rasmolo

VMD and PSdbview to visualize the data and to get the

related information.

Rasmol

RasMol is a molecular graphics program intended for
the visualization of proteins, nucleic acids and small

molecules. The program is aimed at display, teaching and

generation of publication quality images. RasMol nrns on

wide range of architectures and operating systems. Figure

l0 illustrate viewing protein 3D structure using Rasmol.

Its)I;-
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237127 32s 328 96

237t27 305 316 69
237127 266 282 48
237127 257 265 30
237127 243 253 18

237127 233 242 7

237127 I 12 I

Fig. 9. Example of Protein Structure Pairwise Alignment
rn EMBL-Dali

Pnorem Srnucrune DATA REPRESENTATIoN

Diplaris et. al. (2005) quoted that a crucial issue in

bioinformatics is structural biology, especially to
represent the structure of several biological
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Fig. 10. Viewing protein 3D structure using Rasmol

PSdb View

PSdbView is a graphical tool provided to view the

information and investigate visually on relationships
between the various levels of structure (primary,

secondary, tertiary) within the PSdb. It allows for side by
side comparison of residue based data and includes a

variety of standard mechanisms for visualizing protein

data tl0]. Figure 1l illustrate the basic information
screen of PSdb View.

Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)

VMD is a tool designed for the visualization and

analysis of biological systems such as proteins, nucleic

acids etc. VMD can read standard Protein Data Bank
(PDB) files and display the contained structure. In
particular, VMD can act as a graphical front end for an

external MD program by displaying and animating a
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T:t-":yt" undergoing simulation on a remote computer
[l]. Figure 12 illustrate the sample of protein structure
viewedby using VMD.

bioinformatics researchers to start their work on protein
structure, which we believe that there are so many
unresolved issues arises with regards to the biological
data growth.
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Fig. I l. PSdb View: Basic Info Screen

We only grve a general idea on these tools and
technically we can't conclude or suggest with tool is the
most appropriate because each tool has it,s own feahres
and was designed to meet certain purpose. It is up to
researcher to select the tool, because ttrey are the people
who really know their data sets ani the metnoAs
requirement. For us, this among the best tool to visualize
protein structure in PDB and can assist us to analyze the
data with regard to our methodology requirement.

Suuuany

In this background research works, we introduced the
protein structure data and its problem. We also describe

$e data representation by using three visualizing tools.
We hope that with this elementary infroduction to protein
structure, it will give a basic idea to the new
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Fig. 12. Using VMD To View protein Structure
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